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We develop a strong approximation of runewal processeti. The consequences of this approxima- 
tion are laws of the iterated logarithm and ii i?dhhIl-i<icfcr repr:-entzti->n of the rc~w~! ~r*~‘*‘~~‘* 
in terms of partial sums. The Bahadur-Kiefer representation Implies that the rate of the strong 
approximation with the same Wiener process for both partial sums and renewal processes cannot 
be improved upon when the underlying random variables have finite fourth moments. We can 
generalize our results to the case of nonindependent and/or nonidentically distributed random 
variables. 
strong approximation * Wiener process * renewal process 
1. Introduction 
Let X, X,, X2,. . . be a sequence of independent identically distributed random 
variables satisfying the following cczditions: 
(i) EX=p>O, 
(ii) O<E(X-j~)‘=u’<00, 
(iii) E/XI” < Co for some p > 2. 
Or, instead of (iii) we shall a:;sume the stronger condition that 
(iv) E exp( tX) exists in a neighbourhood of t = 0. 
Put &=O, S,, =Cy__, X, and M,, =max(S,, 1 s is n). We consider the processes 
L(r) and N(t) on [0, a), where 
L(t) = max(n 3 0: M, d t), N(tj = min(n >O: S,, > t). 
Clearly, L(t) = N(t) + 1, so it is enough to studjy the asymptotic properties of one 
of them. In this paper we will deal only with the process N(t) which is known in 
the stochastic literature as the renewal process or as the first-passage time of the 
sequence Sn, S1, . . . from the interval [0, t]. The process E(t) was introduced by 
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Heyde [7] as a generalized renewal process. Let 
s,,oj=~r~;X,,p. Os;r<.x. 
I 
and let 
LY,(f)=~~-ln”‘(S,,(t)-t), Oat<q 
where [r; denotes the integer part of x. Tf N,,(t) denotes the generalized inverse 
of S,,( 1) defined by 
N,,(rj=inf{u: S,(u)>t}, OS:<<, 
(inf ti = a), then 
N(ntp)=nN,,(r), oat<m. (1.1) 
The main idea of our paper is that N,,(t) is the inverse of S,,(t) and we can handle 
the process 
P”(t)=pIT ~‘n”‘(t-iv,,(t)) 
easier than 
Z,,(l)=pcr ‘ht-N(nrp)). 
By (1.1~ we of course have that n -“‘Z,,(~)s&(t). 
The weak convergence of n _ “zZ,l( t) in Skorohod’s space 9[0, 1 J to a Wiener 
process was proved by Rillingsley [4, Theorem 17.31, when X is assumed to be a 
pobitive random variable. Basu 121, Vervaat [17] and Gut [6] proved the weak 
convergence of n --“‘Zrz( I) under th P conditions (i), (ii) only. Moreover, it follows 
from theorems of Iglehart and Whitt [S] and Vervaat [17] that the functional central 
limit theorems for renewal process and associated partial sums are equivalent. The 
proofs of these results are based on Donsker’s well-known theorem (see for example 
Billingsley [4, p. 137]), which gives the weak convergence of a,,(t) to a Wiener 
process. We continue this work in the present paper and discuss the strong approxi- 
mation of the renewal process as a consequence of the strong approximation of 
partial sums. We use the fundamental theorems of Komlcis, Major and Tusnidy 
[I i-12] and M ajor [l4] which are the best possible in the sense that no further 
restriction\ on the distribution function of X can improve the rates in the almost 
sure approximation, unless X is already a normal random variable. 
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If we replace (iv) by (iii), then we have 
P ,?;x_ la-‘& - k&- W(k)1 > d’+‘)” d Qn-’ (1.3) 
for any E E (0, j( p- 2)), where D2 is a positive constant and 
lim n-“p ,TkY” K’(Sk - kp)- W(k)l=O a.s. n-+m 
(1.4j 
Throughout this paper we assume that we are working on the probability space 
of Theorem A. 
2. Strong approximation 
The main result of this paper follows the pattern of Theorem A. 
Theorem 2.1. (a) If the conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) are satisfied, then 
P 
1 
sup [Z,(r) - W(nt)j > C3n”4(10g n)2’4 d D3nP 
OS 1s I I 
for any E > 0, where C3 = C3( e) and D3 arc positive constants. 
(b) If the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied, then 
P 
{ 
sup IZ,,(t)- W(nt)l> C,P(log #i4 d D,n -* 
0: I> 1 I 
foranp FE(O,{(~-4)) (p>4) and 
P 
1 
sup [z,,(t)- W(nt)j > Csn”+F”p s D5n-’ 
0% I’- 1 I 
for any F E (max(0, :( p-4)), $( p- 2)), where C4 = C,(e) and D, are positive 
constants. 
(c) Zf the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied and 2 < p < 4, then 
lim n-““’ sup /Z,,(t)- W(nt)l=O a..~., 
,I - \ O--I’- I 
ad if ~23, then 
lim sup (II log log n) “J(log rz)- “’ sup lZ,,( t) - W(M)/ = 2”‘~~ “‘crl,” as. 
,I + .x II=. I5 1 
As we pointed out, P,*(C) = n “‘Z,,(t), so it is easy to formulate the analogue of 
this theorem for the process p,$( t), or equivalently, to derive Theorem 2.1 if we 
prove the corresponding theorem for ,8,, (I). 
Before proving Theorem 2.1 we prove an easy but efficient and useful lemma on 
the inverse of step functions. A function cp, defined on [0, CO) is called a step function 
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if there is a decomposition of [0, co) = UT=, [ti, ti+,) such that 0 = tl < r, <. - * and 
~(t)=q:, tisrtfj+,, where qi, i=1,2 ,..,, is a sequence of real numbers. We 
assume that q1 =O. The inverse of cp is 
J/(u) =inf{taO: q(t)> u), OS ~<0z, 
(inf 13=cc). 
L$emma. For any T 3 0, 
sup j4(u)-ul~ sup j&)-t/. 
11. ,I_ 7 o- I-- I/#( 7-l 
Proof. The inverse function ~5 is also a step function. We assume that $(T) <co. 
I-et 4~ b,e the first point of discontinuity of $ after T, T < cjk and let $,, . . . , &_, 
denote the points of discontinuity of II, bef’ore T (k = 1 is possible). We have that 
I~i~k-l,I~(~~-)-~li/), 
whcrt’ i,, 1 5 i 5 k is defined as ii = I ;nd ii are points of discontinuity of rp_ 
We gcf that 
Id,cy^,-)-i,{=j~(i;j-i,(, l<iik, 
i, = sup f&I)- 11 
0 ,. i; 
and 
IcLrcj,)-y’,!~max(jcp(j,)-i,J, Iq(f,+,-)-i,,,I}, 1 ais k- 1. 
On the other hand, +( T) = ik, so we have proved our Lemma. If J&( T) = CC, then 
~tr)s T and therefore sup(,_ ,. , Icp(f)---~l=~~. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We divide the proof into steps. We prove only statement 
ia) in detail because the proofs of statements (b) and (c) are similar to that of the 
GM !a). We shall or+ formulate the corresponding forms of the steps of the proof. 
The lirst step immediately follows from rhe Lemma. 
Sk/’ I. 
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Indeed, it follows from the definition of N,,(l) that 
Pln=P{S,(l+S)G}=P a-’ 
{ ( 
[n(Es” Xi - jL[n(l + S)]) 
i=l I 
a-&([n(l+S)]-n) . 
I 
Hence, using (1.2) and the condition of Step 2, we get that 
Plrr~ww~u+~)1) +_LLa-‘([n(l+6)]-n)+C, log[n(l+6)]} 
+ D,[n( 1+ a)]-’ 
s D*[n( 1+ a)]-’ +P{ W( 1) d _(2E log[n( 1+ s)])“2) 
=G (01+ lj[n( 1+ a)]-‘. 
Step 1, Step 2, (1.2) and the form of the exact distribution of supo_ ,, , ) W(t)1 
(see CsGrp.6 and R&&z [5, Theorem 1.5.11) imply the following step. 
Step 3. If tz G= IZ~, then 
P7,l =P 
I 
sup IN,(t)-+ h,(n) ~(2D,+5)[n(1+6)]..’ 
o- ,’ 1 I 
with 
h,(n)=/..L ‘n-‘+aC’Jrt ‘log[n(l+S)] 
+ U/L’, l(2E[Pz( 1+ S)] log[n( 1+ sj])‘,‘*. 
Indeed, by elementary computation, 
P20 ~(D,+l)[n(1+6)] ‘+P sup /S,,(t)-rl>h,(n) (I-:I-.-ISf 
d (2D,+ l)[n(l + 6)] F 
+P max 
I--k*-[ncl+A)] 
Iw(kjl~(2~[ni~+S)]l0g[n(l+Sj]j”~ 
For any fixed T> 0 we have (the scale transformation) 
so WC obtain that the last probability is not greater than 
P 
{ 
sup IW(C,l>(2~ log[n(l+S)])” s4[n(l+S)]_‘. 
o- I‘i I 1 
Now consider the following decomposition of p,#( t): 
P,,(t)=cu,,(N,,(t))-~La lrz’.‘~(S,,(N,,(r))-t). (2.1) 
First we approximate the first term in (2.1 j and then we show that the second term 
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is almost surely less than the rate of the approximation. Put 
r,(n)=/.MAI -“z+,l-‘Y, log[n(l+@] 
+(3(s+l) )og[n(l +s)])““(h,(n))“2. 
Step 4. If n a n,, then 
p3,, = P 
( 
sup la,,(N,,(O) - n-“*W(4l> r,(n) 
0-i ,’ I I 
s (SD, +7)[n( 1+ S)]_‘+ C( l)( 1 +fi)(h,(rl))-t[n(l + 8)1-CF+i’. 
where C( 1) is a positive constant. 
Using Step I and (1.2) we get that 
+ P 
1 
sup 1 U’(rdv,,(I)) - W( ni)l 
o- I. I 
->NF+1)1111,(11) log[n(l.,~)],“~ . 
I 
We estimate the random increment of the Wiener process with the help of 
Steps 2, 3 and Lemma 1 .2.1 in [5]. The latter probability is less than or equal to 
where C( 1) is the constant of Lemma 1.2.1 in [S]. 
The fast step in the proof of the statement (a) is based on an estimation of the 
inCrCmC,nts of partial sums. Set 
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Step 5. If n 2 n,, then 
PJn = p 
{ 
otq), dn i’21s,,w”o)) - 4 > wd 
._ 
~(20,+i)[n(i+S)]-~+C(ij~(i+S)[~(i+6)]-’. 
It follows from the definition of N, and S, that supolrGl IS,,(N,,(t)) -_ tl equals 
the largest jump of IS,,(t) - tl on [0, N,(l)], whence 
Pa,, s P 
i 
SUP sup ‘- 
Os;-f~N,(1b,1-’ O~SSH-’ 
ldt+ $ - %Wl> ~,W 
I 
Again using Steps 2, 3 and (1.2), we obtain that 
p.4,, d (0, + l)M 1+ W’ 
+P 
1 
sup sup l%*(~++-“(oI> %(d Ostsl+S-,a-’ O ss~“-’ 
Q (201+ l)[n( 1+ S)]_’ 
+P 1 sup sup n-“z o-srr It-a-n -’ Orson- I wa+ a- WW)l 
~n-“‘(3(E+1)10g[fl(1+8)])1” . 
I 
As was done in Step 4, the last probability can easily be estimated by Lemma 1.2.1 
in [S]. It is 
P 
I 
sup sup /W(t+s)- rv(f))>(3(&+1)log[n(l+6)])“” 
o%:t~;n(l+fi)-l 05S~l 
d C( l)n( 1+ S)[n( 1 + a)]-“‘I). 
For the orders of /q(n), r,(n) and u,(n) we have 
and 
h,(n) = O(n -‘!2(log n)‘l’), r,(n) =O(n -qog n)3/“) 
tl,(12)=O(n-“210gn). 
Since it is clexly enough to establish the theorem for large enough n, statement 
(a) of the theorem immediately follows from Step 4 and 5. 
In the proof of (b) we have to repiace (1.2) by (1.3) and in this way we get the 
following steps. 
Sfep 2’. Let 6 > 0. If n 2 ;iz is so large that 
~61r~-‘(1+~)-“~n~~~~/Lrr-‘(l+6)-”’n-”’+(2& log[n(l+s)])“z 
qEt(l .I._ q](l+F)lP, 
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then 
P{~,l(l)>1+6}a(D,+1)[n(1+S)]-‘. 
Peg, 3’. If 11 a n,, then 
P 
I . 
sup IN,,(r)-r(> h,(n) a(2&+5)[n(l +@K 
0 s 1 s 1 I 
where 
k~(n)=~‘-‘n-’ + q--‘[ll( 1 + 8)](‘+F”” 
+q,L -%‘(2&[11( I + S)] log[n( 1+ S)])‘? 
Srep 4’. if II 2 nS, then 
J Pl(l”lyl ~cr,,uv,,(f))-n “‘W(rft~~>r,~n~ I 
s(sD,+7)[n(1+6)]-- +c(l)(l+s)(~~~(~2))-‘[~(1+S)]-“‘, 
where 
P 
1 
t41p /ACT ’ 17 ’ -7~S,,(N,,(,t~) - ?I > L(n) 
I,- I- I I 
-~~QD,+l)[n(l+i?)] ‘+C(l)n(1+6)[n(l+S)] ‘r-+“, 
where 
C’,(n)=2p(y I,*-“.‘+2,{ ‘;q,j(l+fi)]!““.” 
+n ‘iz(3k+l) log[n(l +s)])‘v 
To complete the proof of the statements in (b), it is enough tc, conlpute the orders 
of the rates: 
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The opposite of (2.2) will be proved only after Theorem 3.2. In order to prove 
(2.2) we have to replace the probahit;* ,.,..y inequalities in the corresponding steps by 
almost surely inequalities. Step 2’ implies that 
lim sup N,,( 1) s 1 a.s. (2.3) U-X 
and therefore, using our Lemma, we can easily deduce from the law of iterated 
logarithm for partial sums that 
(2.4) 
Following the proof of Steps 4 and 5 we have to determine the exact order of the 
increments of the Wiener process. Let S > 0 and 
h,(n) = (1+@0&2n log log n)“? 
It was proved by Csijrgd and R&k [5, Theorem 1.2.11 that 
lim sup (h,(n) log n)- I” sup sup JW(t+s)- W(t)lG 1 a.s. ,I + X 05 I” n(l+Fi) o~.~~-.ll~(rl) 
(2.5) 
If we replace Steps 2, 3 with (2.3) and (2.4) and use (1.4) and (2.5) instead of the 
corresponding probability inequalities we can complete the proof of (2.2) and the 
proof of (c), in the case 2 <p<4. 
3. Some consequences of the main theorem 
‘The almost sure properties of the renewal process are the focus of this section. 
LJsing Theorem 2.1 we can determine the limit points of the process 
This question was studied by Vervaat [ 171 who proved that t,,(t) is a.s. relatively 
compact in rj![O, 00) under the conditions (i) and (ii). Let Y be the set of absolutely 
continuous functions (with respect to Lebesgue measure) such that 
L f(O) = 0, I cf’W)‘dts 1. 0 
Theorem 3.1. Zf the cordirions (i). (ii) a& (iiij are satisfied then the sequence 
(&(r). 0s t s 1) is 0.X relatively compact with respect to the suprernurn norm. th.7 sef 
of its limit poiilfs is 9, 
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and 
Bahadur [l] was the first to investigate the distance between the empirical 
distribution function and its inverse, the empirical quantile function. Kiefer [lo] 
determined the exact rate of this distance. The following theorem shows that a 
Bahadur-Kiefer type representation is also true for the renewal process in terms 
of partial sums and the rate sf the distance is essentially the same as the rate of the 
distance between the empirical distribution and quantile function. Let 
I I tarI 
A,= pN(nrp)+ c X;-2ntp . 
I i=l 
Theorem 3.2. lf the corditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied and 2 ( p < 4 hen 
lim r2 -‘/Pd,, =0 a.s., 
,* - r 
and if p ;z 3 then 
Proof. The partial sums and the renewal process are approximated by the same 
Wicncr process. so rhis theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems A and 
2. I. if 2 (’ p CT 4 and 
if p34_ If ~24. then (2.1), and (1 .-C,I show that 
= u iim sup l t1 log log II) ’ ‘(log tz ) ’ ‘-’ sup 
II .l (1: IS I 
C’onkier the function 11,(t) that equais f or 1 - K according as 0 s I s 1 -- 8. 1 - S c t 52 
1. lvh.err fl c.- 6 ~1 I. Using part (iii) of Theorem 1.2.1 in [5] wc get that 
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of random variables nk = nk(m) such that 
Since 6 > 0 is arbitrary, we have 
lim sup (n log log n) -‘/“(log n)-‘/2~, > 21/~p-1/2a3/2 a.s. 
n -) 00 
The Bahadur-Kiefer type representation immediately implies the opposite of 
(2.2) and we finished the proof of part (c) of Theorem 2.1. 
With the help of Theorem 2.1 we can study the problems of how large and how 
small the increments of the renewal process over subintervals of length h(n) of the 
interval [0, n] can be when n + 00 and h(n) is a nondecreasing function of II. Under 
conditions on order of h(n) these increments are identical with ones of the Wiener 
process [S, Chapter 31. 
A detailed characterization of the path- behaviour of the renewal process can be 
given using the concept of upper-upper, upper-lower, lower-upper and lower-1ov:er 
classes introduced by Levy [ 131 and Rev&z [16]. Using the method of Jain, Jogdeo 
and Stout [9] we get the identity of some classes of N( np) - n, IN(np) - nl, 
sup,,% f_i 1 (N( ntp) - nt) and supo-,% 1lN(ntp) - ntl with the corresponding classes of 
the Wiener process. A bound for the rate of convergence of functionals (supremum. 
square-integral) of the renewal process can be deduced from Theorem 2.1. 
Finally, we mention that using results of Philipp and Stout [15] and Berkes and 
Philipp [3], Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 can be partially extended to weakly dependent 
sequences. We shall return to these extensions and their applications in the approxi- 
mation of processes of runs in a subsequent paper. 
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